CHAPTER 2
RELEVANT LITERATURE REVIEW

According to various primary sources & N. Jayapalan\(^1\) Chhatrapati Shivaji Maharaj (Shivaji Shahaji Bhosale) was supreme on the battle ground to face mughals & other enemies. Author made Chhatrapati Shivaji supreme power of the Maratha Empire and praised for his war techniques and management of communication during campaigning. But there is no description about the management skills of Chhatrapati Shivaji Maharaj. Author just indicated shivaji’s legacy of administration. There is need to analysis the important features of shivaji’s management.

Author states new policy of Maratha under the leadership of Chhatrapati Shivaji was very effective on the battle ground. Author explained various parts of the war technique, weapons and skills of maratha warrior fro his literature. Author appreciates loyalty of maratha soldiers towards Chhatrapati Shivaji. Author’s knowledge of history shown his deep study on maratha power and administration work of 16\(^{th}\) century.

In Rajashivchhatrapati, a book on Chhatrapati Shivaji, Author Babasaheb Purandare\(^2\) Shown Causes to Shivaji as a supreme king. Chhatrapati Shivaji extremely devoted to Jijabai Bhosale due to her impact on various stream of his life. She forced Chhatrapati Shivaji to read religious books of Ramayan, Mahabharat. The many brave stories and biopics narrated by her.

Due to same Chhatrapati Shivaji got relevant atmosphere to develop his character as a king. He had shown the situation, biography & history of Shivaji. From the victory of Torna and Rohida fort, battle of Pratapgad, incident of Shahiste Khan Attack, Agra visit, Escape from the agra fort, Coronation ceremony, campaigning to Karnataka, settlement with his brother Vyankoji in Tanjawar, till the death of Chhatrapati Shivaji.

In all the manner book is great in the description subject. Author is scholar to explain the subject well and fine on the another stage. There are lot of an examples as per evidences of history.
• Author’s guiding language states the incredible story and history of Chhatrapati Shivaji and Maratha power.

• Author described management and childhood of Chhatrapati Shivaji very effectively.

• The method of author to composed the story as per character is really outstanding and reach on another stage in full literature.

• Author described Chhatrapati Shivaji’s childhood atmosphere and its impact on his career as a king.

Malvika³ focused on the Chhatrapati Shivaji’s ambition, Chhatrapati Shivaji expressed his concept and mission for own kingdom (Hindavi Swarajya) in the letter to his guide Dadoji. In the letter Dadoji Nrasprabjhu guided Chhatrapati Shivaji with an example of his father Shahajiraje Bhosale and his war techniques and personal experience with him.

He encouraged Chhatrapati Shivaji to follow his father’s vision and mission to establish new strong empire for Marathi people in the west part of India (In Sahyadri Mountain).

• The explanation of author shown the particular state of Chhatrapati Shivaji’s thinking and his previous ministers.

• During the early young age he decided to make his own kingdom named “Swarajya”.

• Author shown his ministers thinking way about the Chhatrapati Shivaji ‘s vision and leading policy in descriptive method.

• Author’s report about the Chhatrapati Shivaji and his management techniques show the new era about historical studies of Maratha Empire.

• Chhatrapati Shivaji was the icon for other sultanate and his subjects to round with enemy with strong diplomacy on the battle ground.
He is example as a great overseer of his era. Author very strongly focused on the letter to explain the meaning of the term Swarajya and its important to Marathi subjects. But there has to give the plan & vision of Chhatrapati Shivaji. She has to show the response of the Chhatrapati Shivaji to the letter. It can be show the intension of Chhatrapati Shivaji to the term Swarajya.

Ajit Joshi described full journey of Chhatrapati Shivaji in the north, Aurangzeb invited Chhatrapati Shivaji to Agra. However, in the court on 1666 Aurangjeb made in stand behind military commanders of his court. He was house arrested by Aurangjeb under the custody of Faulad Khan Siddhi, Kotwal of Agra City. Chhatrapati Shivaji made supreme plan and succeed to escape from Agra. He used sweet boxes to run from the house custody of Aurangjeb.

Author’s key to study and detailing in the history, that is notable. In the book author tried to explain significant points of his profile and few unknown halt in the history of Maratha Kingdom and Chhatrapati Shivaji. Because there is a lot of difference of Chhatrapati Shivaji to study the history of administrative growth of Maratha Empire.

Author’s report about the Chhatrapati Shivaji and his management techniques show the new era about historical lessons of Maratha Territory. Chhatrapati Shivaji was the proof for the people of his territory to fight with enemy with strong management techniques on the battle ground.

Author’s smooth easily defined all the property to know and study history during the era of Chhatrapati Shivaji. Chhatrapati Shivaji always used policy in each and every war campaign and war situation.

He never used identical technique in contrast to the enemy. Due to same, Shivaji’s enemies always confused about the strategy of Chhatrapati Shivaji on the battle ground. He used least warriors in each and every campaigning.

Author’s key to learning and detailing in the history, that is remarkable. Author’s account about the Chhatrapati Shivaji and his management techniques display the new date about historical studies of Maratha Empire & Chhatrapati Shivaji. Author is successful to show
incident the diplomacy of Chhatrapati Shivaji. But there is requirement to show the importance of his management to face war type situation.

Cyrus M. Gonda & Dr. Nitin Parab⁵, made study in the book named, Leadership Learning from Chhatrapati Shivaji Maharaj. Authors point out in their book the explanation about the importance of Leadership Learning from Chhatrapati Shivaji Maharaj. Both writers mainly focused on Chhatrapati Shivaji’s leadership thinking and his policy to create a group of maratha soldiers from maratha community.

- Author’s indicates with example how Chhatrapati Shivaji made group of soldiers from his friend circle, relatives and other ambitious Sardar.

- Chhatrapati Shivaji was very clever and he knew the technique to unit people for the defense of religion and culture.

- Due to same Chhatrapati Shivaji got loyal ministers and soldiers in his ministry and chief soldiers. They always found ready to die for Swarajya and their king.

Author deep observed Chhatrapati Shivaji’s leadership and presented sequence as per incidence. The leadership learning from Chhatrapati Shivaji always inspires today’s generation in the every stream. Both authors mainly described the leadership value and its impact on the work and generation.

Jadunath Sarkar⁶ described Chhatrapati Shivaji in his book. He described Chhatrapati Shivaji & past situation. Author shown, the biographical description of Chhatrapati Shivaji. Author make question on the literacy of Chhatrapati Shivaji also few arguments which were very questionable.

Author’s knowledge to the subject is sufficient but not in unique manner. The few statements of author are very contrast from other history scholars. There is no doubt about book’s importance but no detail about the Chhatrapati Shivaji’s management skills. There is no brief analysis of Chhatrapati Shivaji’s techniques on the battle ground.
Author described Chhatrapati Shivaji not properly, there are so many unbalanced statements in the description. He tried to show the second side of the character but he felt to show properly in well manner. According to the book or literature Chhatrapati Shivaji’s character is stands different from actual history of Maratha. Author used critical statements and direct opinion in the literature regarding the action and thinking policy of Chhatrapati Shivaji.

Pramod mande⁷ mentioned in his book how forts of Maharashtra (Chhatrapati Shivaji’s Swarajya) played important role to use his supremacy in the battle.

- In his book author give detailed information about all forts situated in Maharashtra. As per the authors statement there are total 391 forts in the states.

- Author’s reported to open lot of notes of solid about Chhatrapati Shivaji and his era, Chhatrapati Shivaji’s vision, administration technique scheme and so on.

- Author’s simplified material easily described all the property to know and learning Maratha past during the era of Chhatrapati Shivaji.

- Author’s key to study and detailing in the factual history, that is incredible.

- In the book author tried to explain noteworthy points of his biography and few indefinite halt in the history of Maratha Empire and Chhatrapati Shivaji.

- Because there is a lot of position of Chhatrapati Shivaji to study the history of social growth of Maratha Territory.

- Author’s notification about the Chhatrapati Shivaji and his supervision techniques show the new era about historical studies of Maratha Empire.

- Chhatrapati Shivaji was the sign for other kings and his subjects to fight with enemy with strong skill on the battle ground.
• He is example as a great superintendent of his era. Author states in the literature forts plays very important role to make Chhatrapati Shivaji very successful king in the 17th century.

• The description of forts, their location, graph, height, way, history are very useful to understand forts and their importance.

• i.e. Raigad, Pratapgar, Kulaba, Lingana, Sarasgad, Vijaydurg, Panhala, Mahuli and so on.

• Actually Chhatrapati Shivaji used forts to achieve his goal through management techniques.

• What was the intention of Chhatrapati Shivaji behind the forts in his techniques.

Rafiq8 praised Chhatrapati Shivaji for his success against dakhani sultanates & Mughal. In the literature there is a description of Islamic Sultanate, their culture, tradition, political policy, battles and new era. In the history of Islamic South Sultanate author strongly indicates the war style of Chhatrapati Shivaji against Adilshahi Sultanate.

• Author praised, Chhatrapati Shivaji killed Afzal Khan with full subtly.

• He signaled his troops to start the powerful assault on the Adilshahi Sultanate.

• But there is no study how Chhatrapati Shivaji used his management technique for same & other similar incidence.

Author succeeds to show various examples of Chhatrapati Shivaji’s victory against south sultanates and Mughal. Specially the incidents of Agra visit made him very popular among the whole India as well as the Islamic states around the Indian territories. His attack on Surat city, which was the financial capital of Mughal shown his planning and implementation towards work. The newspaper London Times shown news in the newspaper about Chhatrapati Shivaji and his active operations against Mughal and British.
Maya Chhatrapatishivaji gained lot of province till jinji in Karnataka after coronation in the period of 1677-1678. Author explained Chhatrapati Shivaji policy towards his step brother Vyankoji or Ekoji Raje. He defeated his brother Ekoji in the war of Tanjawar and then made treaty with him. In this settlement he demanded his share in his father’s wealth. Author’s description opens lot of doors of information about Chhatrapati Shivaji Maharaj and his era. His view, work, thinking tendency and so on. Author’s simplified and directorial language easily prescribed all the material to know and study Maratha era during the period of Chhatrapati Shivaji.

- Author’s skill to study and make brainchild in the subject history that was amazing and remarkable.

- In the book author tried to explain general memoire and few important unknown history of Maratha Empire and Chhatrapati Shivaji.

- Because there is a great importance of Chhatrapati Shivaji Maharaj to study the history.

- Author’s description about the Chhatrapati Shivaji and his leading plan show the new information about historical studies.

- Chhatrapati Shivaji was the idol for succeeding generation to make nation very strong with tact. He is example as a good chief of his era.

- Author described the history of familiar drama of Chhatrapati Shivaji in south during Karnataka campaigning.

- Author need to explain the dealing technique of Chhatrapati Shivaji with other kings in the south.

- She has to add lot of examples of treaties, battles and visits in Karnataka campaigning.

According to verma, Chhatrapati Shivaji Maharaj was the founder of the Indian Navy. He was the first Asian king who found navy in Defense. Chhatrapati Shivaji established his
cartel on Arabians Sea due to his strong naval force in the west part of India. He built sea fort like Sindhudurga to keep control on foreign affairs with India by sea-routes. Many forts like as Vijaydurg, Khanderi, Underi, Fatehdurg, Suvarnadurg, Vijaygad, Ratnagiri, Yashwantgad, Sindhudurga, Devgad made naval force of Chhatrapati Shivaji very strong in Asia. Author’s meters easily prescribe all the material to know and study Maratha era during the retro of Chhatrapati Shivaji.

Author’s description about the Chhatrapati Shivaji and his leading regulation show the new information about historical studies. Chhatrapati Shivaji was the hero for upcoming peers to make nation very durable with diplomacy. He is inspiration to all from his date. Author’s description show evidence about Chhatrapati Shivaji and his domain. His policy and so on.

Author’s skill to analyses initiation in the subject that was incredible. In the book author tried to explain general account and few important unknown history of Maratha Empire and its geographical change. Author not explained details the legacy of Chhatrapati Shivaji’s management techniques in sea-fort area. How he used sea-forts for his monopoly on sea of west.

J.L. Mehata Chhatrapati Shivaji’s military power was divided into few parts viz. Army: Chhatrapati Shivaji’s military empire was based on army. Chhatrapati Shivaji had army of 2 lac maval soldiers. Chhatrapati Shivaji always used his army force against enemies. Author described the information about military system and the features of Chhatrapati Shivaji. His military was very popular to get success with a minimum expenditure and manpower.

Author gave examples of few battles, where military succeed with a minimum manpower and expenditure against their enemies. Author’s notification about the Chhatrapati Shivaji and his controlling techniques show the original period about historical studies of Maratha Empire.

Chhatrapati Shivaji was the portrait for other kings - sultanate and his subjects to fight with enemy with strong skill on the combat ground. He is example as a great bureaucrat of his era. Author’s explanation open lot of notes of facts about Chhatrapati Shivaji Maharaj and his time, Chhatrapati Shivaji’s view, mission, controlling technique policy and so on.
• Author’s simplified and guiding evidence without problems described all the property to know and study Maratha antiquity during the era of Chhatrapati Shivaji.

• Author’s key to study and listing in the biographical history, that is noteworthy.

• In the book author tried to explain central points of his biography and few unknown halt in the history of Maratha Empire and Chhatrapati Shivaji.

• Because there is a lot of importance of Chhatrapati Shivaji Maharaj to study the history of social development of Maratha Empire.

• Author praised management techniques and handling plan to soldiers by Chhatrapati Shivaji.

• But there is a necessity in the literature about report of Chhatrapati Shivaji’s role model as a combatant and his intent about the army.

Matthew defined 12 Horse soldiers: There were two types in the horse group of Chhatrapati Shivaji’s military force First : Bargir second : Shiledar there is requirement how Chhatrapati Shivaji used his small military force against strong powers. Author mainly focused on armies system and their techniques to face enemies. Chhatrapati Shivaji’s military power one of the greatest examples of best military in the world, which worked with a minimum manpower and gave accurate and definite victory.

Author’s explanation open lot of notes of information about Chhatrapati Shivaji and his era. Author’s presenting style about the information easily described all the property to know and study Maratha history during the era of Chhatrapati Shivaji Maharaj. Author’s key to study and detailing in the honest history, that is significant. In the book author tried to explain main points of his biography and few unknown halt in the history of Maratha Kingdom and Chhatrapati Shivaji. Because there is a lot of prominence of Chhatrapati Shivaji to study the history of social advance of Maratha Empire.
• Author’s notification about the Chhatrapati Shivaji and his management techniques show the new period about historical studies of Maratha Empire.

• Chhatrapati Shivaji was the icon for other kings - sultanate and his subjects to round with enemy with strong diplomacy on the battle ground. He is one and only great example as a great administrator of his era.

• Author specially mentioned horse soldiers were the actual pioneer of military force of Maratha empire.

• They always proved their self as a trump card for Swarajya. Author need his intention about the army divination policy or management.

• Because it’s a demand of the literature to focus on few important part of military power of Chhatrapati Shivaji.

D.B. Kasar shown & praised Chhatrapati Shivaji for war techniques i.e. memorable war of pavankhind: the battle against Adilshahi Sardar Siddhi Johar who was from Karmul, umberkhind: battle against Kaltalf Khan with Raibagan, Chhatrapati Shivaji attack with 300 soldiers at the midnight while a Lal Mahal palace was in strong safekeeping of around 1,00,000 soldiers for Shahista Khan.

Author missed few small but important battles and operations against internal enemies of Chhatrapati Shivaji i.e. Baji Ghorpade from Modhol, punishment to More from Jawali and Khandoji Khopate etc. Author’s description about the Chhatrapati Shivaji Maharaj and his leading policy show the different facts about past studies. Chhatrapati Shivaji was the hero for upcoming generation to mark nation very strong with subtlety. He is example as a good superior king of his era.

Author’s description open lot of accesses of figures about Chhatrapati Shivaji and his era. His view and so on. Author’s historical language straightforwardly prescribed all the material to know and study Maratha era during the age of Chhatrapati Shivaji. Author’s skill to study and make device in the subject history that was amazing and noteworthy. In the book author tried
to explain universal biography and few key unknown past of Maratha Empire and Chhatrapati Shivaji.

Because there is a huge importance of Chhatrapati Shivaji to study the history of foundation of Maratha Empire. Lack of description of importance of management techniques of Chhatrapati Shivaji in above situation author not succeed to show actual legacy of Chhatrapati Shivaji’s management techniques.

**Abraham** 14 prescribed, Chhatrapati Shivaji sacked Surat, the wealthy city of Mughal Empire in 1664. Surat was the financial capital of Mughal & trading center.

- British established East India Company in Surat city with the permission of Shahjahan Badshaha.

- British established East India Company to trade in India but their intension was different from their action.

- The intension was to rule on India but the attack of Chhatrapati Shivaji on Surat city done their lot of loss in their planning and intension to rule on the India.

- They shifted their venue to Bombay (Todays Mumbai) due to Chhatrapati Shivaji and his activity.

- In the minimum time he sacked more than Rs.2 crore & crore no .of Rubies, Diamonds, Pearls, Gold , Silver ,sandal wood etc.

Author’s ability to study and make sighting in the theme past, that was marvelous. In the manuscript author tried to explain rare central mysterious past of Maratha Empire. Chhatrapati Shivaji always used ground breaking tactic in each and every war effort and war condition. He never used identical technique alongside the enemy. Due to same, Shivaji’s opponents always disordered about the strategy game of Chhatrapati Shivaji Maharaj on the battle ground. He used lowest numbers of combatants in each and every campaigning.
Author’s report about the Chhatrapati Shivaji and his leading policy show the new information about historical studies. Chhatrapati Shivaji was the champion for upcoming group to make state very durable with diplomacy. He is instance as a good executive of his age. The entire life of Chhatrapati Shivaji is the explanation of the travel from zero to a great controller king. Chhatrapati Shivaji was not only well known fighter but also management expert. He used well-being of common man and national well-being supervision for all people. Different types of management technique on battle ground are art of getting possessions done through people.

Author’s descriptions open lot of ways of data about Chhatrapati Shivaji Maharaj and his era. His task-thinking propensity and so on. Author’s basic and controlling language easily described all the rock-hard to distinguish and study Maratha era during the dated of Chhatrapati Shivaji. Author not succeed to show the design analysis of Chhatrapati Shivaji. There is need to show Chhatrapati Shivaji management to loot Surat as same as troy city.

S.K.Bajawa15, Author’s skill to study and make invention in the subject history that was printable. In the book author tried to illuminate general biography and few important unspecified history of Maratha Empire. Author effectively explained maratha power history and their administration on the battle ground. Chhatrapati Shivaji was extreme warrior always found in success due to his work design and implementation of duty as per decision. The soldiers of Chhatrapati Shivaji were aware with his king and his techniques on the battle ground.

Author’s description about the Chhatrapati Shivaji and his leading program show the new material about historical studies. Chhatrapati Shivaji was the hero for upcoming generation to make realm very strong with peacekeeping. He was known as a absolute scholar of his era. Author’s description indicated of information about Chhatrapati Shivaji and his era. There is limitation to show diplomacy of shivaji in the treaty of purandar. Here need lot of information to the topic.

According to Pradeep16, Aurangjeb angered due to Surat incident by Shivaji.

- Because Chhatrapati Shivaji looted more than Two crores and unlimited wealth from the Surat city which was the financial capital of the Mughal empire.
• Many merchants, foreigners and other states representatives situated there for a trade purpose.

• Chhatrapati Shivaji’s action made absulate question mark on Aurangzeb’s leadership.

• He sent Mirza Jaisingh and Diler Khan to defeat Shivaji with his kingdom and peoples.

• Author’s report open lot of summaries of solid about Chhatrapati Shivaji and his era. Chhatrapati Shivaji’s visualization, management technique scheme and so on.

• Author’s simplified factual easily described all the property to know and study Maratha past during the date of Chhatrapati Shivaji.

Author’s key to study and noting in the real history, that is incredible. In the book author tried to explain major points of his life and few unfamiliar halt in the history of Maratha Empire and Chhatrapati Shivaji. Because there is a lot of rank of Chhatrapati Shivaji to learn the previous of public progress of Maratha Empire. Author’s notification about the Chhatrapati Shivaji and his controlling techniques show the new era about historical studies of Maratha Empire. Chhatrapati Shivaji was the image his subjects to fight with enemy with resilient skill on the battle ground. He is specimen as a boundless Chhatrapati of his period. Description is not given in details.

Sadashivan\textsuperscript{17} Mughal’s army made remarkable games and captured Purander fort. Mirza forced Chhatrapati Shivaji to come to term with Mughal rather than loss of men. Mirza forced to meet Badshah Aurangzeb at Agra to revise relation between Mughal and Maratha. Chhatrapati Shivaji decided to go Agra without any term. Author’s description open lot of doors of information about Chhatrapati Shivaji and his era, his aim and so on.

Author’s simplified language easily suggested all the material to know and study Maratha era during the period of Chhatrapati Shivaji. Author’s skill to study and make invention in the subject history that was remarkable.
In the book author tried to explain biography and few unknown history of Maratha Empire and Chhatrapati Shivaji. Because there is a importance of Chhatrapati Shivaji to study the history of improvement of Maratha Realm. Author’s description about the Chhatrapati Shivaji and his leading procedure show the new gen about historical studies.

Chhatrapati Shivaji was the idol for upcoming group to make nation very stout with tacts. He is example as a great supervisor of his era. Description is not given in details as per topic. Here required lot of invention & study according to the topic.

Gorden, Shahaji shifted to Karnataka with his second wife Tukabai. He kept younger son Chhatrapati Shivaji and wife Jijabai in Pune only as under taker of Pune Jahagir. He appointed Dadoji Konddev Kulkarni as a admin for Pune Jahagir. Author described Shahajis’ achievements in south and his political policy towards sultanate Adilshahi and Nizamshahi. Author’s enlightens open lot of transcriptions of material about Chhatrapati Shivaji and his rule, Chhatrapati Shivaji’s board technique plan and so on.

- Author’s streamlined and controlling information easily described all the property to know and study Maratha history during the period of Chhatrapati Shivaji Maharaj.

- Chhatrapati Shivaji constantly used state-of-the-art policy in each and every war campaign and war situation.

- He to explain momentous points of his biography and few unknown halt in the antiquity of Maratha Kingdom and Chhatrapati Shivaji.

- Because there is a lot of distinction of Chhatrapati Shivaji to study the history of administrative evolvement of Maratha Empire.

- Author’s statement about the Chhatrapati Shivaji and his managing techniques show the original era about historical revisions of Maratha Empire.
• Chhatrapati Shivaji was the ideal model for the people of his kingdom to prizefight with enemy with strong management techniques on the battle earth. There is no substitute find till date for him.

Author’s key to study and listing in the history, that is notable. In the book author tried to explain weighty points of his profile and few unknown pause in the history of Maratha Kingdom and Chhatrapati Shivaji.

Because there is a lot of modification of Chhatrapati Shivaji to study the history of administrative development of Maratha Empire. Author’s report about the Chhatrapati Shivaji and his management techniques show the new era about historical programs of Maratha Empire. The literature explained system of management work on the battle ground during the Chhatrapati Shivaji’s era.

• Author’s enlighten open lot of chronicles of confirmation about Chhatrapati Shivaji and his period, Chhatrapati Shivaji’s management technique position and so on.

• Author’s simplified detailed information without problems described all the object to recognize Maratha history during the era of Chhatrapati Shivaji.

• He is example as a great leader and king of his period. He also described the burdens of south culture and so on.

• Author has to mention how Chhatrapati Shivaji started supervision of administration of Badshaha Jahangir.

Madhavan 19 stated in his book which based on Chhatrapati Shivaji battle and foreign policy. Chhatrapati Shivaji attacked on Surat city, Murud – Janjira against Siddhi. He destroyed Britishers East India Companies first office from Surat and workshop from Rajapur. Author’s indicators easily prescribe all the quantifiable things to know and study Maratha era during the passé of Chhatrapati Shivaji. Author’s description about the Chhatrapati Shivaji and his chief policy of administration show the new information about historical studies. Chhatrapati
Shivaji was the god and god for people to make nation safe with power. He is stimulation to all from his era.

Author’s description show data about Chhatrapati Shivaji and his domain. His policy and so on. Author’s skill to analyses brainchild in the subject that was farfetched. In the book author tried to explain general life story and few important unknown history of Maratha Empire and its terrestrial development. Author succeed to show history and past background regarding Chhatrapati Shivaji policy with foreigner and battle but there is need of additional information which show or indicates the importance of management techniques of Chhatrapati Shivaji during the war situation campaigning.

**Maruti Patil** explained the importance of forts in the Chhatrapati Shivaji’s kingdom and war against enemy. Forts utilized as per their features by Chhatrapati Shivaji. He used forts to rule and water forts for naval force. There is a requirement of additional information and detailed description of how Chhatrapati Shivaji used forts to fight with enemy and total role of sea forts in the naval force of Maratha Empire.

- Author explained the Maratha empire’s history effectively but not succeed to give evidence as per point.

- Author’s language to explain the history is simplified but not historical towards the subject.

- Author tried to focus on the biography of Chhatrapati Shivaji in various ways and shown Chhatrapati Shivaji’s character and his impact on enemies.

According to book author very well focused the administration and working strategy in the naval force and fort management by Chhatrapati Shivaji. Author explained the full of technique of actual administration on the battle ground with the help of forts and naval force in the water territories.

**Vishwas Patil** states Chhatrapati Shivaji’s family history and the biography of Chhatrapati Shivaji’s elder son in his very popular book Sambhaji. Literature is based on Sambhaji and on
his life. Author shown a family drama of Chhatrapati Shivaji in book Chhatrapati Shivaji and his son discussed regarding family problem.

Author’s notification about the Chhatrapati Shivaji and his management show the original era about studies of Maratha Empire. Chhatrapati Shivaji was the icon for other kings - sultanate and his subjects to fight with enemy with diplomacy on the battle ground. He is example as a great king of his era. Author’s explanation open lot of notes of info about Chhatrapati Shivaji and his rule, Chhatrapati Shivaji’s view, mission, technique policy. Author’s simplified and guiding statistics easily described all the things to know and study Maratha power history during the date of Chhatrapati Shivaji.

Author’s key to study and enumerating in the biographical history, that is remarkable. In the book author tried to explain central points of his biography and few unknown cessation in the history of Maratha Empire and Chhatrapati Shivaji. Because there is a lot of importance of Chhatrapati Shivaji to revise the history of social development of Maratha Empire. But author not fully focus on Chhatrapati Shivaji war techniques and the broadcast which based on same with his elder son.

**Indu Ram Chandani** 22 (2000) book based on Indian history. In the indian history there were many king fought for their kingdom and culture. But Chhatrapati Shivaji stands different among the all kings, who ruled not only on his kingdom but also heart of people. He ruled as a king before his coronation and started many schemes and operations to make people, peasants and nation very strong in all the manner.

Author shown the overall description of India. Author praised Chhatrapati Shivaji and his vision towards Swarajya. But there is no scope to see management policy of Chhatrapati Shivaji in the war. Author has to use few additional information of utilization of management into the war and campaigning by Chhatrapati Shivaji.

**Kruijtzer** 23 (2009) author state many historical things in his book Xophonia. There is a description of history in the 17\(^{th}\) century. Author successfully described the past of the powerful personalities, kings of 17\(^{th}\) century and Chhatrapati Shivaji one of them. Author’s skill to study and make origination in the subject history that was amazing and remarkable. In the book author tried to explain times gone by of Shivaji.
Author’s description about the Chhatrapati Shivaji and his leading affinity show the new information about historical studies. Chhatrapati Shivaji was the hero for upcoming generation to make nation strong with full of diplomacy. He is example as a good manager of his golden era.

Author’s description open lot of doors of gen about Chhatrapati Shivaji. His view, undertaking, thinking tendency and so on. Author’s significant simply prescribed all the material to recognize and study Maratha era during the period of Chhatrapati Shivaji Maharaj. Author praised him for his active performance in all the stream of battle against his enemy. But there is a lack of information total history is not getting to the point.

David Mum Ford 24 (1993) according to author Chhatrapati Shivaji and his policy to play war is very effective from the period of 1600 A.D. to 1818 A.D. Author described total history of Maratha dynasty in every stream from the period of 1600 A.D. to 1818 A.D. i.e. Foreign policy, war, political affairs and so on. Author’s key to detailing in the history, that is notable.

In the book author tried to explain significant issues of his profile and few unknown cessation in the history of Maratha Kingdom. Because there is a huge difference of Chhatrapati Shivaji to study the history of clerical growth of Maratha Empire.

- Author’s report about the Chhatrapati Shivaji and his techniques show the new period about history lessons of Maratha Territory.

- Chhatrapati Shivaji was the resilient for the people of his territory to fight with enemy with tough management techniques on the battle ground.

- Author’s enlighten open lot of chronicles of signal about Chhatrapati Shivaji and his age, Chhatrapati Shivaji’s management technique design and so on.
• Author’s simplified complete information easily described all the object to understand Maratha’s history during the era of Chhatrapati Shivaji. He is example as a great principal of his period.

• Author’s enlighten open huge summaries of material about Chhatrapati Shivaji and his rule, Chhatrapati Shivaji’s controlling technique plan and so on.

• Author’s smooth information easily defined all the property to know and study history during the time of Chhatrapati Shivaji.

• Chhatrapati Shivaji always used advanced policy in each and every war campaign and hostilities situation.

• He never used identical practice against the enemy.
• Due to same, Shivaji’s enemies always confused about the intention of Chhatrapati Shivaji on the battle ground.

• He used least warriors in each and every campaigning. Author’s key to revision and detailing in the history, that is noteworthy.

• Author’s account about the Chhatrapati Shivaji and his management techniques show the new-fangled date about historical studies of Maratha Empire, Chhatrapati Shivaji.

• Author describes Chhatrapati Shivaji exact effectively but there is no micro information, which is needful for any kind of micro study.

M.R. Kanthak 25 (1993) in his book Anglo Maratha War 1774 A.D. to 1783 A.D. author shown the management of Maratha power on the battle ground. Author praised Chhatrapati Shivaji for policy with a various techniques on the battle ground. Author’s indicators easily propose all the material to know and study Maratha era. Author’s description about the Chhatrapati Shivaji and his leading policy show the innovative figures about historical studies.
• Chhatrapati Shivaji was the hero for upcoming generation to create nation very strong with diplomacy. He is inspiration to all from his era.

• Author’s depiction show information about Chhatrapati Shivaji and his province.

• His policy and so on. Author’s skill to evaluates invention in the subject that was incredible.

• In the book author tried to explain universal life and few important unknown history of Maratha Realm and its geographical enlargement.

• Author has to give micro information to show the actual management of Chhatrapati Shivaji and its impact on the Maratha power in 18th century.
• There need evaluation of both period which based on war techniques and management regarding war and campaigning.

According to author Maratha power succeed to utilize geographical situation in the every war or operation against the enemy. They were totally aware about the utility of geographical condition of their area for the battle ground. Chhatrapati Shivaji always motivated and instructed to use geographical condition in their war strategy against the enemy.

Shripad Desai (2010) according to author Chhatrapati Shivaji spent very minimum time (83 days) from his life for Konkan Region. But during the same period he gave lot of efforts and he built very strong naval force in the Arabian Sea (Konkan region) i.e. Sindhu Durg Fort, Vijay Durg, Devgadh and so on.

Author’s description about the Chhatrapati Shivaji , his leading policy show the new information about historical studies. Chhatrapati Shivaji was the superhero for upcoming generation to make nation very strong with diplomacy. He is example as a supreme king of his era.

Author’s description open lot of samples of information about Chhatrapati Shivaji and his time. His practical thinking about Konkan region and so on. Author’s simplified and
regulatory language definitely prescribed all the material to know and study Maratha empire era during the period of Chhatrapati Shivaji.

Author’s skill to study in the Konkan history that was notable. In the book author tried to explain few important unknown history of Maratha Empire and Chhatrapati Shivaji.

Because there is a huge importance of Chhatrapati Shivaji to study the history of development of Maratha Empire in Konkan province. According to author Chhatrapati Shivaji spent very short time in Konkan region but there is no description how he made his time table to succeed on Konkan in 83 days and the other achievements.

According to Pravin Jogdand 27, Chhatrapati Shivaji Maharaj was the founder of the Navy first time in india. He was the first king from asia who found naval force in Defence. Chhatrapati Shivaji established his corner on Arabians sea due to his strong naval force in the west part of India. He built the great sea forts like Sindhudurga, Devgad, vijaydurga to keep control on foreign affairs with india by sea-roots. Author’s report open lot of transcripts of solid about Chhatrapati Shivaji and his era, Chhatrapati Shivaji’s vision, management scheme and so on.

Author’s simplified material definitely described all the property to detect and study Maratha past during the era. Author’s key to study and notifying in the real history, that is incredible. In the book author tried to explain momentous points of his biography and few unknown break in the history of Maratha Empire and Chhatrapati Shivaji. Because there is a lot of status of Chhatrapati Shivaji to learning the history of societal growth of Maratha Empire.

Author’s notice about the Chhatrapati Shivaji and his management techniques show the new age about historical studies of Maratha Empire. Author not explained details the legacy of shivaji’s management techniques in sea-fort area. How he used sea-forts for his overall monopoly on arebian sea.

D.M. Sakhardande 28 shown & praised Chhatrapati shivaji for management techniques .i.e. Lack of description of importance of management techniques of shivaji. Author’s elucidation open percentage of notes of information about Chhatrapati Shivaji, his view, mission, management technique dogma and so on. Author’s indicating facts defined all the huge
property to know and study Maratha empire’s history during the era of Chhatrapati Shivaji. Author’s key to study and listing in the memoir of Chhatrapati Shivaji, that is incredible.

- In the book author tried to hollows on his biography and few unknown close in the history of Maratha Empire and Chhatrapati Shivaji.

- Because there is a lot of status of Chhatrapati Shivaji to learn the history of shared development of Maratha Empire.

- Author’s notification about the Chhatrapati Shivaji and his extreme management techniques confirms the upcoming era about historical lessons of Maratha Empire story.

- Chhatrapati Shivaji was the role for other rulers & sultanate to fight with enemy with strong intricacy on the battle ground.

He is example as a unlimited work of his era. In the above situation author not explained to show actual legacy & greatness of shivaji’s management techniques. Chhatrapati Shivaji was very clear about his aim and mission of life. Author point out his war strategy and hard work to achieve the success as per his mission. As a person Chhatrapati Shivaji was very hard working as well as smart to achieve his goal in limited resources.

Sitaram Javdekar explained Chhatrapati shivaji’s memorable battle in his book. Author mentioned time, event and historical background of the battle. He praised Chhatrapati Shivaji as a warrior the great among the greatest warrior, powerful personality and king in 17th century. The all-inclusive life of Chhatrapati Shivaji is the elucidation of the travel from zero to a great superintendent king. Chhatrapati Shivaji was not only well known rebel but also management knowledgeable. He used well-being of common man and national well-being management for altogether.

- Different forms of management techniques on battle ground are art of getting things done through peoples.
• Chhatrapati Shivaji always used radical strategy in each and every war movement and warfare condition.

• He never used undistinguishable technique against the enemy. Due to same, Shivaji’s foes always disordered about the strategy of Chhatrapati Shivaji in the battle. He always found greater than other kings from India, due to his skill and knowledge about warfare.

• He used lowest no. of defense force in each and every protest.

Author succeed to explain overall intension and implementation towards war by Chhatrapati Shivaji. But there need micro study and description to make Chhatrapati Shivaji and his warrior skill very interesting in historical manner.

R.C. Rane ³⁰ states forts of Maharashtra are very valuable diamonds of the nation. Each and every fort tells its history and the biography of Chhatrapati Shivaji and Maratha empire. Author gives priority to fort in Chhatrapati Shivaji biography. Forts like as Raigad, Panhala, Sangramdurg, Sinhagad, Lohgad, Pratapgad put lot of impact of their history on future generation. The author states Sindhudurg, Vijaydurg, Kunderi Khanderi, Devgad these forts were strong part of the naval force of Chhatrapati Shivaji Swarajya. Author’s description open lot of things of information about Chhatrapati Shivaji and his era. His innovation and so on.

Author’s language easily prescribed all the material to know and study of naval force of Maratha era during the period of Chhatrapati Shivaji. Author’s skill to study and make creation in the subject naval force history that was nice. In the book author tried to explain naval force’s history of Maratha Empire and Chhatrapati Shivaji.

Because there is a huge importance in the achievement of Chhatrapati Shivaji to study the history of naval force of Maratha Empire. Author’s description for Chhatrapati Shivaji’s leading policy show the fresh information about historical studies. Chhatrapati Shivaji was the hero for forthcoming generation to make nation with diplomacy. He is one of the example as a great innovator of his huge era.
Author very beautifully described forts, their position, graphs, maps, historical background, and geographical importance and so on. There is requirement of detailed description, how Chhatrapati Shivaji utilize these forts, mountains for battle and campaigning against his enemies.

Achyut Mehta states in his very famous book India and powerful kings. Chhatrapati Shivaji was different in all the manners to his subject and he was expert in all type of war on the ground and water. He was supreme as a commander of his military force, which is expert to gain victory with a minimum human power. Author’s explanation open lot of notes of information about Chhatrapati Shivaji and his era. Author’s key to study and detailing in the biographical history, that is remarkable.

In the book author tried to explicate important points of his life history and few unknown cessation in the history of Marathas and Chhatrapati Shivaji. Because there is a big of prominence of Chhatrapati Shivaji to study the history of social development of Maratha power. Author’s notification about the Shivaji Maharaj and his running techniques show the new epoch about historical studies of Maratha Power. Chhatrapati Shivaji was the icon for other royals - sultanate and his subjects to combat with enemy with super diplomacy on the battle ground.

He is example as a strong administrator of his super era. Author very forcefully praised Chhatrapati Shivaji and his war skill. Author has to described Chhatrapati Shivaji in detailed as per his statement he was the great king among the all-powerful king from India.

D.G. Rao applauded Marathi war technique and there intension towards there nation. Author explained Marathi war techniques and detailed story and info of weapons and historical background of the war and weapons.

Author’s description about the Chhatrapati Shivaji and his leading show the novel and actual information belongs to studies. Chhatrapati Shivaji was the most popular icon for upcoming new generation to make nation super powerful and nationalist with diplomacy. He is the sign as a good manager of his remarkable era. Author’s description open lot of ways of information about Chhatrapati Shivaji and his spell. His view, extreme mission, tendency and
so on. Author’s simple language certainly prescribed all the relevant things to understand and study Maratha during the period of Chhatrapati Shivaji.

Author’s skill to application and make invention in the subject history that was startling and noteworthy. In the book author tried to explain biography and few important factors history of Maratha Empire and Chhatrapati Shivaji. Because there is a huge importance of Chhatrapati Shivaji to study the history of weapons development of Maratha Empire. Author flourishes to show the history of Marathi war techniques and lot of huge information about weapons. Book can be reach on the great height if author added there rare detailed description about the war and how Chhatrapati Shivaji implement the weapons in war.

Pratima Chavan\textsuperscript{33} shown in her book Marathi Mati few important legend of Maharashtra and their contribution to make Maharashtra. Chhatrapati Shivaji is one of them. Author states Chhatrapati Shivaji put foundation stone to make Maharashtra nation for Marathi people. She praised about his value, his administration, his devotee work, war techniques and management to handle critical situation of war and battle against his enemy. Literature need to show actual work plan of Chhatrapati Shivaji to make victory with a management techniques on the battle ground.

Author’s ability to study and make unearthing in the theme past, that was stunning. In the manuscript author tried to explain rare crucial unknown past of Maratha Empire’s power. Author’s reports about the Chhatrapati Shivaji and his leading dogma show the new information about studies. Chhatrapati Shivaji was the champion for upcoming youth to make country very durable with diplomacy.

He is instance as a good king of his golden age. Author’s description open lot of rays of information about Chhatrapati Shivaji. His task-thinking proclivity and so on. Author’s basic and controlling dialectal easily described all the solid to extricate and study Maratha age during the dated of Chhatrapati Shivaji Maharaj.

M.N. Pearson\textsuperscript{34} states in his article named Shivaji and decline of the Mughal Empire. Author shows the relation between Mughal empire with marathas. Mughal empire ruled on india very effectively and strongly. Mughal’s were always found very powerful against all other kingdoms from indian territories in their era. Aurangzeb was the powerful empirer of
Mughal. But he always beaten by Chhatrapati Shivaji in many incidents. The powerful Mughal empire lost their prestige, money and power to fight with maratha soldiers.

Author mainly focused on the relation and fight between Chhatrapati Shivaji and the Mughal. Author gave various examples of Chhatrapati Shivaji’s victory and presence of mind on the battle ground against Aurangzeb. Attack on Shahiste Khan, Surat city incidence and Agra visit shows his planning and management on the battle ground.

**James Tallboys wheeler**[^1] defined about Chhatrapati Shivaji in his literature collection named ‘Early records of British India: A history of English settlements in India, as stole in the government records, the work of travellers and other modern and contemporary documents, from the latest period down to the rise of the British power in India’, “The king of the mountain savegee (Chhatrapati Shivaji) is the main hurdle to spread British empire in India – British Factory Record”.

- Author’s report show lot of points of solid work about Chhatrapati Shivaji and his era, Chhatrapati Shivaji’s aim vision, management technique scheme and so on.

- Author’s shortened material easily designated all the property to recognize and revision Maratha past during the era of Chhatrapati Shivaji.

- Author’s key to revision and detailing in the material history, that is absurd.

- In the book author tried to explain weighty points of his biography and few unknown standstill in the history of Maratha power Empire and Chhatrapati Shivaji.

- Because there is a lot of fecund of Chhatrapati Shivaji to study the past of societal growth of Maratha Empire.

Author’s statement about the Chhatrapati Shivaji and his super management techniques show the new era about actual historical lessons of Maratha Empire. Chhatrapati Shivaji was the image his subjects to round with enemy with brave diplomacy on the battle ground. He is

[^1]: James Tallboys wheeler
case as a great Chhatrapati king of his period. Author states Chhatrapati Shivaji was the first
king who fought against East India Company in India. He done lot of financial loss of the company, due to same british decided to shift their companies venue from Surat city to Bombay (Todays Mumbai). Chhatrapati Shivaji made control on the British ships and their merchants with his powerful and disciplined naval force.

Author mentioned every small achievement of Chhatrapati Shivaji very forcefully to the subject. That will be fine if author used to mention the policy of Chhatrapati Shivaji as per his letters and records. Author done his job related to the topic very smoothly.

Govind Sakharam Sardesai authors fulfilled his literature which based on Chhatrapati Shivaji with his bravery and the biography of his life’s battle for his nation. In the literature author describes Chhatrapati Shivaji’s biopic from his pledge to establish new kingdom for the people of maratha, various war campaigning and operations, battles, his administration policy, his battle management and many other sectors from his personality.

Author succeed to show the history of Chhatrapati Shivaji very deeply and effectively. Author used very simple language to justify Chhatrapati Shivaji in his own way as per the history and historical evidence. The literature puts Chhatrapati Shivaji on another stage among the all kings from india due to his skill and policy.

Author gave lot of examples and descriptions to put his information true. According to the author Chhatrapati Shivaji was great ruler and best administrator for the people. In the many incidents author explained various stages and hard work of Chhatrapati Shivaji for his kingdom. In the many ways Chhatrapati Shivaji always finds different according to the author and his marking strategy.

Ramesh Chandra Mujumdar defined the history of Mughal Empire from Barbur to Auranjeb. Author focused on Akbar and his achievements and work towards his subjects. Then Jahangir – Shahajahan to Aurangzeb. In the biography of Aurangzeb he described him as a cruel but the powerful Mughal Badshah in the 17th century. At the same time author agreed to mention that, Aurangzeb’s biography is not complete without the story of his fight with Chhatrapati Shivaji.
Author’s book is based on Mughal emperor, their lifestyle, biography and battles. In the biography of the Mughal author strongly focused on Chhatrapati Shivaji and his war style against Badshah Aurangzeb. He mentioned in his literature Aurangzeb praised Chhatrapati Shivaji’s management techniques and his war policy in his court.

Aurangzeb indicated his soldiers, ministers and warriors to learn Chhatrapati Shivaji’s hard work policy. That is the great thing for any one when the enemy praise for our features. Author’s enlighten shown very lot of important notes of the huge material about Chhatrapati Shivaji and his devine rule, Chhatrapati Shivaji’s management technique plan method and so on.

- Author’s smoothly simplified and guiding informative info easily described all type of the property to know and understand Maratha history during the golden era of Chhatrapati Shivaji Maharaj.
- Chhatrapati Shivaji always used extreme innovative program in each warfare campaign and war circumstances.
- He never repeated same technique again and again against his enemy. Due to same, Shivaji’s enemies always found confuse about the policy of Chhatrapati Shivaji on the scuffle ground.
- He used minimum number soldiers in every disturbance. Author’s key to study and particularizing in the history, that is extraordinary.
- In the book author tried to explain very significant points of his biography and few strange halt in the history of Maratha Empire power and Chhatrapati Shivaji.
- Because there is a lot of eminence of Chhatrapati Shivaji to study the history of priestly growth of Maratha Empire.

Author’s statement about the Chhatrapati Shivaji and his management techniques show the new era about great historical studies of the Maratha Empire. Chhatrapati Shivaji was the
greatest role model for the people of his huge kingdom to fight with cruel enemy with very strong management techniques and bravery on the battle ground.

Author’s key to understand as well as detailing in the history, that is notable. In the book author tried to illuminate most significant points of his profile and few unknown cessation in the history of Powerful Maratha Kingdom and Chhatrapati Shivaji. Because there is a ration of difference of Chhatrapati Shivaji to study the history of prestigious growth of Maratha Empire.

Author’s report about the Chhatrapati Shivaji and his controlling techniques show the new epoch about historical trainings of Maratha Empire. Author described Mughal’ seamlessly but there is no scope to recognize the war techniques and all management techniques of Chhatrapati Shivaji on the combat ground.

H.S. Sardesai praised Chhatrapati Shivaji in his very popular book Shivaji the great Maratha. Author mentioned in his literature about the Chhatrapati Shivaji as a height of bravery, presence of mind and management scholar.

In the biography of Chhatrapati Shivaji author start from the Torna achievement then the battle of Pratapagad with Afzal Khan, defeat of Kaltalf Khan in Umberkhind, Siddhi Johar incident at Panhala, attack on Shahiste Khan at Pune, sack of Surat city, Agra visit to coronation ceremony.

- Author’s portrayal open lot of doors of information about Chhatrapati Shivaji and his fibulas era.

- His actual view, mission, thinking tendency and so on. He made changes in the view of warfare.

- Author’s simplified and guiding language with no trouble prescribed all the material to know and training Maratha time during the period of Chhatrapati Shivaji.

- Author’s dexterity to study and variety invention in the subject of history that was amazing and incredible.
In the book author tried to describe common biography and few key unknown history of the Maratha Empire and Chhatrapati Shivaji.

Because there is a huge prominence of Chhatrapati Shivaji to learn the tactful, actual history of Maratha Empire.

Author’s description about the Chhatrapati Shivaji and his chief policy show the original data about the historical study. Chhatrapati Shivaji was the conqueror for upcoming generation to make nation very strong with diplomacy. He is the great role model as a good manager of his era. Author indicated small battles which plays very important role to great Chhatrapati Shivaji’ biography as a extreme king in the 17th century.

Author fully focused on Chhatrapati Shivaji’s biography, his war style and his family life. There has to see the evaluation of the character (Chhatrapati Shivaji) with other powerful personality and kings at the same time. The description of the war style and management techniques can be make same literature on the height of the fort for the skill to describe anyone very strongly.

Arun Patil praised Chhatrapati Shivaji in his literature ‘The hijacking of Chhatrapati Shivaji’, he was the supreme manager to make any plan on difficult thing very sharply. Author described the incident of Agra visit of Chhatrapati Shivaji to meet Aurangzeb. Aurangzeb hijacked Chhatrapati Shivaji to kill him but Chhatrapati Shivaji extreme plan to release himself from the custody of Aurangzeb put him on another stage in the front of world. Chhatrapati Shivaji discharged himself with a extreme technique, he used sweet boxes to run from the custody of the Aurangzeb.

Due to the plan of Chhatrapati Shivaji made Aurangzeb very surprised. Author’s ability to revise and make encounter in the refrain past, that was amazing. In the manuscript author tried to explicate rare central unknown past of the Maratha Empire. Chhatrapati Shivaji always used ground breaking strategy in each and every war movement and war condition.
He never used equal technique against his enemy. Due to same, Shivaji’s challengers always anarchic about the war strategy of Chhatrapati Shivaji on the battleground. He used bottom no. of soldiers in each confrontation. Author’s report about the Chhatrapati Shivaji and his top policy show the firsthand material about bygone studies. Chhatrapati Shivaji was the title holder for the upcoming group to make state very strong with subtlety. He is illustration as a good manager of his period.

Author’s description open lot of ways of information about Chhatrapati Shivaji and his era. His task-thinking propensity and so on. Author’s elementary and controlling language easily designated all the solid to distinguish and the study Maratha era during the dated of Chhatrapati Shivaji. Author has to give their details of the plan according to the situation and sequence to make the literature very interesting and as per the study of the subject history.

Stephen 40 wrote about Mughal rule in India from the Babur to Aurangzeb and he specially focused on the declined of the Mughal Empire of the Aurangzeb till Bahadur Shah Zaffer last Mughal. In his literature author mention Chhatrapati Shivaji and his fight with Aurangzeb very bravely.

Author’s indicators definitely prescribe all the factual things to know and revision belongs to Maratha era during the fabulous period of Chhatrapati Shivaji. Author’s huge description about the Chhatrapati Shivaji and his prominent leadership policy show the fresh information about historical tactful studies. He is stimulation to all from his golden era.

- Author’s whole description show most of information about Chhatrapati Shivaji and his planed province. His strategy was amazing in the Management work and administration.

- Author’s skill to analyses study in the subject that was incredible.
- In the book author annoyed to explain universal life history and few chief unknown the past of Maratha Realm and its earthly development.

- he praised Chhatrapati Shivaji’s policy to fight battle with a minimum manpower against a strong military empire of Mughal dynasty.
• Author missed few points to show detail or he was not given that kind of importance the fight between Chhatrapati Shivaji and Aurangzeb.

**Shivram Apte** states Samarth Ramdas Swami was the actual political Guru of Chhatrapati Shivaji, he always guided Chhatrapati Shivaji on political, religious and philosophical matters.

• Author strongly focused on the relation of Chhatrapati Shivaji and Samarth Ramdas Swami on the other hand there must be details how, and which matter Samarth guided Chhatrapati Shivaji.

• Author tried to concentrate on the relation of Samarth Ramdas and Chhatrapati Shivaji as a teacher and disciple.

• Chhatrapati Shivaji offered Samarth Ramdas to make stay on the Sajjangad permanently.

• Samarth Ramdas accepted his willing and moved towards Sajjangad with few disciples.

• Author shows Samarth Ramdas view and impression about the personality of Chhatrapati Shivaji.

• In the many incidents Chhatrapati Shivaji strongly enter in the religious matter without any fear of the society.

• Many communities from Brahmins was not happy due to same.
• For example Chhatrapati Shivaji converted Bajaji Nimbalkar and Netaji Palkar from Muslim to Hindu by rituals.

• These two were forcefully converted by Mughal from Hindu.

**Katurbhujat** wrote in his very famous book a great historical drama about how Chhatrapati Shivaji was great as a king administrator towards his subjects very dramatically. Chhatrapati Shivaji was the actual as same as god for people to make nation very strong with bravery. He
is example as a good maker of his era. Author’s description open lot of doors of information about Chhatrapati Shivaji and his era. His mission, and so on. Shivaji was the different and extreme king from other kings, greatest warrior in the 17th century in India.

Author praised Chhatrapati Shivaji for his action for the people. In the literature author focused on the different policies of maratha empire. People enjoyed rule of Chhatrapati Shivaji due to proper administration and fearless life from the kingdom. That was the biggest success of Chhatrapati Shivaji, who got popularity and love from his subjects.

W. Lodge 43 praised Chhatrapati Shivaji’s diplomacy in his very famous literature of History of the literature in Dakkhan Region Muslman and Maratha 1300 A.D to 1818 A.D. In the literature author said about political relationship between Mughal and Maratha and battles which helps between the same. Author’s explanation open lot of notes of information about Chhatrapati Shivaji and his era, Chhatrapati Shivaji’s view, mission, management technique policy and so on.

In the many letters of transaction between Maratha and Muslim rulers Chhatrapati Shivaji always found active and friendly for the sultanate from south. On the other hand, he used very strong step against the Mughal. Due to same Mughal always made many operations to destroy Chhatrapati Shivaji’s fame with his kingdom.

Author’s explanation is very friendly to understand with various examples and incidents on the same issue. In the description, we got many stages of author’s skill and power to find out truth behind the Chhatrapati Shivaji’s political strategy in Hindu -Muslim.

Farooq Salma and Salma Ahmed44 focused on Islamic India in the article a comprehensive study of the history of medieval India from 12th century to 18th century. In the book author fully explained the importance of Chhatrapati Shivaji’s policy for the people and then author specially indicated the management and working policy, the madness in work.

- In the Islamic India Chhatrapati Shivaji used integration policy in his kingdom.
• He offered many reputed posts to Islam. He always gave respect to Muslim people and treat them with justice.

• His artillery Chief Dault Khan was Muslim. He did lot of war for Shivaji and succeed proudly as a warrior of Maratha power.

• His Muslim Servant Madari Mehhatar always cook for Chhatrapati Shivaji. Shivaji built mosque for him.

• In the naval force most of the important part he appointed Muslim for the work.

• Author mainly promoted Islamic culture and their importance distinguish with other.

• Both were focused on the relationship between Islam rulers and Maratha from 12th century to 18th century in India.

V.B. Kulkarni 45 states Chhatrapati Shivaji as a great and extreme king in India in his very famous literature Shivaji : The Portrait of a Patriot. Author’s description about the Chhatrapati Shivaji and his great leading policy show the new information about historical studies. Chhatrapati Shivaji was the hero for upcoming future to make nation very Sharpe policy. He is example as a good manager of his era. Author’s description open lot of doors of information about Chhatrapati Shivaji and his era. His view, mission, thinking tendency and so on.

He made Chhatrapati Shivaji very ideal person among the all kings in India. He described the whole biography of Chhatrapati Shivaji and his war techniques against the enemy and the response to the subject. Author painted Shivaji as a great patriot of India. Shivaji always thought about the nation and people of the kingdom. Authors inspiring language made Shivaji biography history very interesting. He succeed to show facts in the history of Shivaji Maharaj.

Sakharam 46 Author mentioned historical background of the battle of Shivaji with his enemies. He praised Chhatrapati Shivaji as a warrior the great among the greatest warrior,
pleasant personality and king in 17th century. Shivaji and his management techniques show the new date about historical studies of Marathas & Chhatrapati Shivaji. Author succeeds to explain overall intension and implementation towards war for swarajya by Chhatrapati Shivaji. But there need micro focus and description to make Chhatrapati Shivaji and his warrior skill very interesting in educational historical study manner.

Author mentioned about Chhatrapati Shivaji and his policy against the enemy. During the biography era of Chhatrapati Shivaji one thing is most dominanat i.e. Chhatrapati Shivaji didn’t keep long relation with any opposite party even he was very popular to breach the treaty at any situation. Due to same his enemy always confused due to his nature. Author praised Chhatrapati Shivaji for his political view and presence of mind to deal with any situation very effectively.

Farooq states in his article named Shivaji The destroyer of the Mughals, “Chhatrapati Shivaji was the strong reason for the decline of the Mughal empire. Author described the battle between Chhatrapati Shivaji and Aurangzeb Badshaha. He is example as a great worrier of his era.

Author succeeds to make Chhatrapati Shivaji very supreme king in 17th century but there more detailed require to describe of war techniques and management during the campaigning of Chhatrapati Shivaji.

- Author shown incidents of Chhatrapati Shivaji’s Agra visit in detail. After treaty of Purander he invited by Aurangzeb for 50th birth anniversary at Agra.

- In Agra court Chhatrapati Shivaji got insulting treatment by Mughal. Chhatrapati Shivaji breached all the norms, customs, rules of Mughal court and shouted loudly on the Aurangzeb.

- Due to same he arrested by Mughal soldiers.

- Author described Chhatrapati Shivaji’s master plan to escape himself from the Agra city with his people, wealth and animal also.
The writing skill of author shows the wealth and power of Mughal as well as diplomacy and presence of mind of Chhatrapati Shivaji.

K.L. Jaitapkar authors fulfilled his literature which based on Chhatrapati Shivaji with his biography of his life’s battle for his swarajya. The literature belongs to the biography of Chhatrapati Shivaji shows various parts and incidents of his childhood life.

The biography concentrates on the atmosphere during the childhood of Chhatrapati Shivaji. Author tried to explain full biography of Chhatrapati Shivaji as well as historical evaluation of Maratha power during his era.

Author explained the new history of Maratha soldiers, warriors with the description of Chhatrapati Shivaji and his line. Author used in the literature overall information which based on Chhatrapati Shivaji management policy but not in detailed.

Author succeed to make Chhatrapati Shivaji as a hero of Maharashtra but there are lack of information in the literature. He tried to show evidences regarding history but these are not sufficient to the same. According to history few explanation is not match to the actual contain at any stage. But the simplified language made Shivaji very easy to understand for common people.

Madhav Madhavi praised Marathi war technique and there intension towards there nation. Author explained Marathi war techniques and detailed information of weapons and historical background of the war and weapons. In the book there are examples of weapons and its use by the naratha soldiers during the period of Chhatrapati Shivaji. Author explained story and history of war skills and development during the maratha power. Author also explained weapons with their name, type and used on the battle ground very effectively. Author;s explanation and collection of information belongs to weapon is very high and impactful, due to same author succeed to put his vision and explanation as per to the content.

Author fully described lot of information fo weapons and its use during the era of Chhatrapati Shivaji. Many weapons like as sword, firangi, dandpatta, katyar, khanjeer, waghnakha, kataar, Bow-Arrow, Bhala, Jamdad and canons used by Shivaji in his era very frequently. Author explain every weapon with utilty of the weapon in the battle. Study and description
reflected the lot of information about the Shivaji era and use of weapons. In the showcase of author there are lot of examples and information about the weapons during the era of Chhatrapati Shivaji.

Chandrakant Kolhe 50 authors fulfilled his literature with the new history of Maratha soldiers, warriors with the description of Chhatrapati Shivaji. Author used in the literature overall detail information which based on Chhatrapati Shivaji management policy but not in detailed. Author mentioned Chhatrapati Shivaji as a supreme king of Maratha empire. He also praised Chhatrapati Shivaji for his management techniques to save warriors in his military. Author’s indicators easily describe all the material to know and study Maratha era during the period of Chhatrapati Shivaji.

Author’s description about the Chhatrapati Shivaji and his leading policy show the new information about historical studies. He is inspiration to all from his era. Author’s description show information about Chhatrapati Shivaji and his swarajya. His policy and so on. Author’s skill to analyses invention in the subject that was incredible. In the book author tried to explain general biography and few important points history of Maratha power and its development.

Author praised Chhatrapati Shivaji for his achievement but the description of his achievement as per his work plan is not mentioned properly, which can be made Chhatrapati Shivaji greatest of the great king of the world. But there is no another option for the Chhatrapati Shivaji’s bravery still at present era.

Namdevrao Jhadhav 51 Author described the full history & important feature of Chhatrapati Shivaji . his literature as a Shivaji : the management guru. In his book author deeply shows the various parts of Chhatrapati Shivaji’s management techniques on the battle ground as well as the administration of the kingdom.

- Author focused the administration of Chhatrapati Shivaji was very important during the war situation and enemy attack because people helped Maratha soldiers during the war situation.
• Author praised his management skills and his development power in his administration work.

• Due to same Chhatrapati Shivaji always found different from other kings.

• In the literature author shown many ways to understand the management techniques of Chhatrapati Shivaji.

• As a management guru Chhatrapati Shivaji always found uncountable great in lot of streams.

• Author appeal contemporary generation to study Chhatrapati Shivaji’s administration, management skill and decision power to get success as a great manager at current era.

• Chhatrapati Shivaji is an example of good manager of all the time in administration of kingdom as well as defense sector in war situation.

Abhishek Tandels in his book on the memorable wor of ‘Pavankhind’. Athour stated story & history of Shivaji very effectively. During the siege of Panhala Bajiprabhu Deshpande played very important role to rescue of Chhatrapati Shivaji from Panhala to Vishalgarad. Bajiprabhu Deshpande sent Chhatrapati Shivaji with few soldiers towards Vishalgarad and voluntary stood at Pavankhind (Ghodkhind) with 300 soldiers. Bajiprabhu Deshpande fought till 6 hours with the fully armed military of 10000 soldiers. Finally he died with 300 soldiers in the battle but succeed to send Chhatrapati Shivaji safely at Vishalgarad. Author described the battle and the bravery of Baji Prabhu Deshpande very effectively the book is stand to show the incidents of Ghodkhind battle in maratha history.

In the literature Bajiprabhu Deshpande is the leading character author described very effectively as per evidence. The character is very strong, loyal to his king and very practical decision maker.
During the Ghodkhind battle Bajiprabhu’s presence of mind to save Chhatrapati Shivaji from the biggest force of Adilshahi sultanate was very great to character. The guiding language made the literature very superior to study history of the incidence of Ghodkhind.

**Prakash Kamble** mentioned in his book attack of lal mahal total information & history of Shivaji. Author states the incidence in simplified language how Chhatrapati Shivaji done the string operation against Shahiste Khan.

- Mughal Badshah sent Shahiste Khan to kill Chhatrapati Shivaji.

- Due to same he made stay at Lal Mahal Pune with the army of 1.5 lakh soldiers. One night Chhatrapati Shivaji made attack with 300 soldiers at Lal Mahal.

- Shahiste Khan surprised due to attack and ran away from the palace window. Chhatrapati Shivaji made attack to kill him but unfortunately Khan found safe.

- In the incidence he lost his 3 fingers during the Chhatrapati Shivaji’s attack. Author deeply explained the supreme plan of Chhatrapati Shivaji and his management techniques to make attack on the Shahiste Khan. This incident was the biggest commando operation in the world history. The literature language is very guiding to learner. The simplified language show incidence at Lal Mahal but do not focused as per evidence. There are lot of distinguish in the arrangement of scenes as per the history. Author fully focused on the story he mess up the history as per evidence but he succeed to show gratefulness of Chhatrapati Shivaji in his literature.

**Arun Jadhav** states, After the safe return from Agra, Chhatrapati Shivaji captured all the forts again which he lost during the treaty of Purander. Author explained the history of Chhatrapati Shivaji after the Agra visit till his coronation. After the successful rescue from the Agra fort Chhatrapati Shivaji openly start battle with Mughal and won all 23 forts which he lost during the treaty of Purander. He won another few forts and province which was under Mughal territory. He looted Surat second time and totally destroyed East India Company of British at Surat. Due to same British moved to Mumbai for their trade center. Author explained the description content to the topic.
Author described the history very smartly as per incidence happened in the history. He do not forget to keep balance between showcase of writing and historical evidence of the literature.

- Author tried his level best to make Chhatrapati Shivaji as a powerful person in his era specially after the escape from Agra.

- In every campaign he got lot of success and he established the powerful kingdom in part of Maharashtra, Karnatak, Tanjawar, Hydrabad and Jinji.

- All sultanates from the south accepted Chhatrapati Shivaji Maharaj as a supreme ruler of south India.

- Author point out Chhatrapati Shivaji made his powerful empire with the support of the sultanate against Mughal. Uday Thube mentioned in his literature, Chhatrapati Shivaji and forts and their relation with mountain Sahyadri is the example in the whole world. Author used many evidence to show the relation of Chhatrapati Shivaji with Sahyadri mountain in his explanatory language. Many forts from Chhatrapati Shivaji’s territory situated in the Sahyadri mountain range. Author shown how Chhatrapati Shivaji utilised Sahyadri to spread his territory in the west and south part of India.

Chhatrapati Shivaji’s father Shahaji Bhosale always inspires Chhatrapati Shivaji to make his kingdom around the Sahyadri because the geographical situation of Sahyadri is suitable to establish safe kingdom in the west part of India. He suggested to make the capital on Raigad because Raigad is heighted in size and very strong fort among all the forts. Due to same Chhatrapati Shivaji moved his capital from Rajgad to Raigad.

The many forts were situated on the Sahyadri mountain and many more from them constructed by Chhatrapati Shivaji. Geography of Maharashtra was match to Shivaji safe and sound.
E.S.Shahu\textsuperscript{56} The western age of the Deccan plateau of India, which is extended from the Maharashtra to Mhaisur and has two flanks which are sharp relief but distinction to each other, come to be known as the Sahyadri ranges.

- Chhatrapati Shivaji was the effective king in the south part of India against the Mughal sultanate.

- All sultanates from South accepted Chhatrapati Shivaji as a Chhatrapati in west and south part of India.

- Author explained Chhatrapati Shivaji’s journey of his kingdom from Maharashtra, Karnataka, Maisoor till Jinji at Madras (Tamilnadu).

Author focus on the history of Deccan plateau in the Era of Shivaji Maharaj and his achievement in south. He indicated the main source of work at Deccan plateau in the time of 16\textsuperscript{th} century. Author used very difficult language, but he tried to cover all the history of south part of India. He use many incidence to show the mark of Chhatrapati Shivaji Maharaj history in the well and good manner.

In the book there are lot of incidences, which shows the powerful time of Maratha empire during the period of Shivaji. It shows the history of that time as per evidences. The book shows its important value in all type of gratefulness. It shows the fact of Shivaji’s different kind of missions and movement in south part of India. Due to same book is the best in his position around the history over , specially south indian history lover in India.

O.L. Indulkar\textsuperscript{57} States, The Konkani’s littoral region between the wall of Sahyadri and Arabian Sea, which varies from 45 to 75 Kilometer in its width. Author focused Chhatrapati Shivaji’s relation with Konkan area and utility of the province towards mountain forts and sea shore to create in the west part of India. Author guiding language give all details of history of Konkan region and its utility.

Author is belongs to the area of Konkan, due to same, we get lot of information about the Konkan and area’s utility for Chhatrapati Shivaji. He utilised Konkan area for sea naval force
and the area of mountain forts, there were so may forts situated in the valley of sahyadri mountain.

Author fully succeed to show the history of Shivaji belongs to Konkan area. Authors observation is really appreciable to work out on the evidence of history of that era. Writing skill composition of history is amazing in the literature. Konkan area which was very important in the whole kingdom of Chhatrapati Shivaji and Maratha power.

**Purnima Mishra** 58: Although, the military of Chhatrapati Shivaji was numerically lesser than the Mughal and other sultanates from south. Author shows the discrimination between the Mughal and Maratha power numerically.

Mughal empire had biggest military which was ten times bigger than Chhatrapati Shivaji’s army. Mughal military had many modern weapons and lot of open battle cannon, elephants, camels and special reserved forces.

On the other hand Chhatrapati Shivaji had limited forces and no special forces of elephants and camels but he beat Mughal many times in war situation and the battle. Author explained the method of Chhatrapati Shivaji’s war technique descriptively. In the discrimination author succeed to put facts in the history of Marathas

**Ramrao Nilkanth Mahale** 59 states, Chhatrapati Shivaji had made proper arrangement for the defense of his forts. Forts played very important role in the battle situation during the Chhatrapati Shivaji’s era. Due to same Chhatrapati Shivaji made strong administration fo the forts.

He made special constitutions for forts soldiers. The rule book of Chhatrapati Shivaji followed by his soldiers very honestly. Author explained administration work on the fort through the book.

- Literature shows the information about forts. There are few types of forts. Viz. mountain fort, sea forts, land fort etc.
• Information about the construction of forts gives a lot of information about the fort. Literature focuses on the administration system on the fort.

• Author’s writing skills are really appreciable to recognize the important information to the learner of history.

• Book is succeed to understand the importance of the fort during the era of Shivaji Maharaj.

**Ravindra Maruti Bhosle**⁶⁰: Pedgaon in the book author writes the incidence of Pedgaon war.

• Chhatrapati Shivaji shows his diplomatic plan and without beating the force of 5000 soldiers

• He gained 300 Arabian horses and many wealth from the fort of Pedgaon.
  • Author shows his explanatory literature about the story of Pedgaon war by Chhatrapati Shivaji in descriptive literature.

In the pedgaon war shivaji’s diplomatic plan was the height of war technique. Author put his effort to show maratha bravery and Shivaji’s planning on the battle ground all the time. He comfortably defeated all the enemies of his time. In his book history about the pedgaon war incidence is described by author very effective. He show the absolute victory of Shivaji due to his skill and brave heart.

In the book on Janjira fort author P.M.Gore⁶¹ a state, Janjira fort was known as a small black mouse. Author shown Chhatrapati Shivaji’s special attachment to the same fort. He attacked on Murud Janjira seven times but he got failure every time. This was one of the fort from west part of Arabian sea was not under the territory of Chhatrapati Shivaji. Author described the history of Chhatrapati Shivaji’s attack on Janjira fort. Author mainly focused on the struggle of Chhatrapati Shivaji during the battle against Siddhi at Janjira fort.
Many time Shivaji Maharaj praised Murud Janjira fort as a black mouse in the deep Arabian sea. In literature gets the details of intension of Shivaji to take the janjira fort. Author shows the planning and reaction during the operation of Janjira fort battle. Siddhi were very sharp gave important to their fort security. Literature makes the efforts on another stage due to focus on the topic, guiding words, evidences in the historical compostion.

Author Ramchandra Kale$^6\text{2}$, Author shows the biography of Chhatrapati Shivaji from his childhood to coronation ceremony. Author indicates many parts, up and down of Chhatrapati Shivaji’s life as a king. Chhatrapati Shivaji always see in a different look around the india. Author used simplified literature and motivative language to read the story of the great king of india.

Deception is very simple to understand, which made by author. It deal with the actual history and focuses on the work out through evidences. He praise the king for his life, because shivaji’s life is an example for the people of new era. Author’s description through historical literature from his birth till the successful mark, coronation as a king of Maratha empire. Many examples and incidences put by author to show the successful journey of Shivaji Maharaj, from a small jahagirdar’s son to the supreme king of south and Chhatrapati of Strong Maratha empire.

Kondaji Raghav$^6\text{3}$ distinguished in his book about Chhatrapati Shivaji with various samples. He respected Chhatrapati Shivaji’s talent to make foundation before the battle. Author used many incidences to create the history of Chhatrapati Shivaji as per the evidence of his era. The literature explained routine history of Marathas during the era of Chhatrapati Shivaji from his childhood till Karnataka victory.

Author is the strong learner of Shivaji’s history due to same, his focus on the Shivaji’s unknown factors shows history to the world. All the incidences dictated by the author are showing facts about the historical studies and the literature work.

Neelkanth Patil$^6\text{4}$ states in his very famous book about the overall achievement in his small but very important string operations and battles. Author’s book is very small in quantity but provides lot of information about the Chhatrapati Shivaji’s history from his childhood till his
death. Author design the history very descriptively to the point and evidence. Book looks different due to author’s superb language and workout.

- Shivaji won many battle in his extreme career with diplomacy.
- In the literature there are lot of example of these war session of his era.
- In the many battle he was extremely show the braveness against the enemy.
- His achievement was great in the all manner.
- Author explained the vision and direction of Chhatrapati Shivaji on the battle ground against his opponent.
- According to book writer tried his level best to use understanding language in the better way.
- But there are lack of practical issues about the life era and the history of Maratha king Chhatrapati Shivaji.

Gopalrao Yashwantrao Chavan⁶⁵ mentioned, Shivaji very smoothly & efficiently. Chhatrapati Shivaji Maharaj and forts and their relation with mountain Sahyadri is the example in the whole world. The importance and contribution of the Sahyadri mountains in the success of Chhatrapati Shivaji’s management techniques is very massive in the various battles and campaigning against his enemies. Chhatrapati Shivaji was skillful to utilize natural resources for his benefit.

Author shows his skill to define Chhatrapati Shivaji and the maratha power war design in effective language. In the literature there is huge scope to find out actual history of maratha power in the sahyadri mountains valley.

Abhijeet Sarpotdar⁶⁶ states about Chhatrapati Shivaji and his mother Jijabai relations as a mother and son. Chhatrapati Shivaji was strongly follower of his mother. She always encourages Chhatrapati Shivaji to make Swarajya for Marathi people and their rights.
Chhatrapati Shivaji was extremely devoted to his mother till her death. She was a head of judicial system of the administration. She was a mentor of Chhatrapati Shivaji.

- She ran the administration very smoothly and perfectly in an absence of Chhatrapati Shivaji many times.
- Jijabai shown her efforts in the career of her son Shivaji many times. Authors indicated these incidences in descriptively.
- Shivaji Maharaj Childhood training was important to motivate him for Swarajya, the empire for the Maratha power.
- Shivaji first step after victory of Torna, Rohida forts.
- Encouragement in the battle of Pratapgad against Afzal Khan.
- During the siege of Panhala fort.
- Her administration in the absence of Shivaji Maharaj.
- She suggested Shivaji maharaj for the coronation. She was very brave. Author mainly describes her in his flow of writing.

Manali Gadre described Chhatrapati Shivaji and his area Maharashtra. The geographical situation of Maharashtra how caught by Chhatrapati Shivaji. He fully utilized geographical situation on the battle ground. Chhatrapati Shivaji was totally aware with the jungle area and routes of Maharashtra.

He utilised the situation in every war campaigning to gain victory. Author succeed to show the geographical situation and its impact on Chhatrapati Shivaji’s war planning in all the manner.

In the history of Shivaji Maharaj author tried to full explain the biopic of the great king of Maratha Empire. In the entire manner, Shivaji always found unique in all sector of the era.
Author’s simple literature gives lot of information to reader. Her language is easy to understand the history of the Chhatrapati Shivaji and his great time.

Ramchandra Parab mentioned Chhatrapati Shivaji and his warrior’s history in his book. The book based on Subhedar Tanaji Malusare and Chhatrapati Shivaji’s relation. Author never forgot to clear Chhatrapati Shivaji’s impact on his soldiers. He died during the operation but he brought success. Shivaji cried for him and change the name of Kondhana fort, make memorial of Tanaji Sinhagad.

Author succeeds in the description of the war at Sinhagad. Subhedar Tanaji Malusare was the best friend of Chhatrapati Shivaji from their younger age. During the son’s wedding ceremony, tanaji voluntarily took the responsibility to won the Kondhana. Author described that history very smoothly. Author’s simplified language make him smart and scholar of the contemporary era.

Pradnya Arun Dandvate focused on Chhatrapati Shivaji’s diplomacy against the war with Afzal Khan in 1659. During the war of Pratapgad Chhatrapati Shivaji killed Afzal Khan very diplomatically that was the height of his planning. Author shown the incidence of Pratapgad battle in his book in explanatory way. The literature around the history shows the knowledge of author towards history of maratha power.

In the book there are lot of small incidences shows the preparation of Shivaji before the meet of Afzal Khan at Pratapgad. Author described the battle of Paratapgad and Shivaji maharaj’s victory in the same.

In the literature author focus on the different kind of work preparation of Maratha empire before the battle. Afzal khan’s incidence is the just one example to show the shivaji’s mindfulness and the preparation about the work to gain the history.

Author described the practical history and the proper scenery of the incidence of the battle of the Pratapgad. The book is playing the different role in the market due to the smart compostition of the subject.
R.D. Baweja states in his special series on war collection the battle of Pavan Khind was one of the memorable war of Indian era. Author specially praised Baji Prabhu Deshpande for his bravery and efforts.

- He was included in the main soldier and guard of Chhatrapati Shivaji during the incident of Panhala.

- He played very important role to release Chhatrapati Shivaji from the security custody of Siddhi Johar’s around the Panhala fort to catch Shivaji.

- In 1660 Ali Adilshah sent his strong General Siddhi Johar to fight with Chhatrapati Shivaji.

- Siddhi Johar besieged Panhala in the mid of 1660, when Chhatrapati Shivaji on the same Fort.

- Chhatrapati Shivaji Maharaj withdrew from Panhala by cover of midnight and as he was pursued by enemies.

- Chhatrapati Shivaji was running from the siege of Siddhi Johar from Panhala to Vishalgad.

- In the Ghodkhind he sent Chhatrapati Shivaji to Vishalgad with 300 soldiers and stood himself to save Chhatrapati Shivaji from the army of Siddhi Johar.

- He fought with the battalion of 300 soldiers against Siddhi Masood Fazal Khan and British with their army of 10000 soldiers continuously till 7 hours.

- There Shivaji got late due to shirke & surve were sieging to vishalgad.

Chhatrapati Shivaji fought with them very bravely & moved to Vishalgad. He made three sound of canon fire to indicate Bajiprabhu, Shivaji reached safelyon the Vishalgad. Finally, Baji Prabhu, Fulaji, Shambhu Singh Jadhav along with the 300 soldiers died in the Pavankhind.
Author’s description about Chhatrapati Shivaji’s huge skill on the battle ground shows lot of examples to take place as a warrior on the battle ground. Author’s succeeded to focus of Chhatrapati Shivaji’s management skill, his body language with his soldiers during the planning of any campaigning or war.

**Rangrao Kolhe** shown in his literature about the Chhatrapati Shivaji’s achievements in Mudhol sector and his string operation to punish Baji Ghorpade.

Author noted in his book about Chhatrapati Shivaji and his achievements with various examples and incidents.

He praised Chhatrapati Shivaji’s skill to make preparation before the battle. Chhatrapati Shivaji’s big achievements were really remarkable and proved. He developed war style totally with modern techniques and weapons. Author praised him for his outstanding skill to develop war programming according to situation.

The battle at mudhol against Baji Ghorpade, who was the strong enimey of Chhatrapati Shivaji and his father Shahaji Raje. In the incidence author show the another nature of Shivaji. Author decribed here, how Shivaji was very reuled against his enimey, in the incidence he ordered his soldier to kill each one ,who belongs to Ghorpade family. Maratha soldiers extremely killed each one from the Ghorpade.